CORRECTIONS IN ITSLEARNING AUGUST 2014
Planner: Could not move topic folders within a course
We will now only show the warning message if the user tries to move the planner topic folder to a
folder in a different course.

Planner: Changes made to topic order did not appear in week filter
Previously topic order was ignored in the planner a filter was applied. This has now been addressed.

Planner: Line breaks in lesson outline not showing in course dashboard
The planner content block has been fixed to correctly show the listed content – including line brakes.

Test: Questions of type hotspot can’t be reviewed
When previewing a test with hotspot question, the hotspot image failed to load. This has now been
addressed.

Test: Issues with "fill in the blank text" question type
When teachers created "Fill in the blank" or "Select from a list" questions in test tool without
introduction text, the whole text failed to appear on the results page at all (at least the sentence with
blanks should be shown). This has now been addrssed.

Test: "Fill in the blank" and calculation errors
When teachers edited blanks directly in the text field by deleting a highlighted word, the deleted blank
remained in the list of blanks below the text area and resulted in a score miscalculation. This has now
been fixed.

Edit file content: difficult to save and replace current version
When saving a document with the "Edit file content" menu, users were unable to replace the old
document and were forced to save it as a new version or cancel their edits. Now users can save
documents and at the same time replace old versions.

Notification: Course bulletins and new assignments

Users can now receive notifications about new assignments.

Notifications: E-mail was not sent if a bulletin was activated at a specific
time
Previously you only received email notifications for bulletins that were published immediately. This has
now been fixed.

Administrators did not see all news bulletins
Admins on hierarchy dashboards were not able to view past/future news created by another admin.
Now all hierarchy dashboard administrators can view previous or upcoming news.

Calendar: Using iPad – event description was truncated
The description (and lesson outline) was truncated in external iCal feeds. Now the full description (and
lesson outline if specified for course events) is shown in iCal feeds.

Calendar: cannot find correct user
In the search field "Others calendars", users sometimes couldn’t find the correct participant. The
problem occurred when searching for a participant with a common first name and a common last
name. The result did not display all participants matching the search string. This has now been
addressed.

Filtering for users on created column failed when in combination "find
hierarchy"
Sorting by creation date on User and access rights page did not work in conjunction with specified
hierarchy. This has now been fixed

Course groups permissions and assignment answers
Group permissions in assignment has been fixed. Now a person cannot hand in the assignment on
behalf of a group that doesn't have corresponding permissions.

Encoding of < and > sign was inconsistent in tests.
Encoding problem has been fixed, answers with < and > is now handled correctly. The scoring was
never affected but a correct answer was marked in red.

Error when opening student's portfolio from Search
The student work portfolio will now open without issues when using the search option.

Inserting images from my webfiles did not work properly on iPad.
The issue was related to scrolling of content inside “my webfiles”. Rather than scrolling between files it
scrolled the whole page. Now inserting images from “my webfiles” using iPad will work.

Early learner file element titles was cut off
In early learner courses the file element title was cut of it the “dot” sign was used e.g. "1. class of the
year" would only display “1.”. This has been fixed.

Sending messages are not consistent
Previously it was not possible to send internal messages to course group if "Allow AICC
communication" setting was turned on. This has now been fixed.

Problems with access to work portfolio
Previously it wasn't possible to add elements into some of working portfolio folders in courses, which
have been copied from other courses. This has now been fixed.

Search and print e-mail addresses
Previously instead of printing just a specific selection of users' e-mail addresses it printed all. Now
print button and pager buttons in search form behave respecting the selected course during search.

Special characters was displayed encoded in RSS feed from blog
Special characters are now displayed correctly in blog's RSS feed

User can't use cancel button when uploading large files
Error has been fixed; file upload is cancel by click the Cancel or Close button

Missing names in contact popup for new email messages

When using an email account in messages (not internal messages), and clicking the contacts symbol
when starting on a new email, the contacts popup failed to display the names of contacts that have no
itslearning account. This has been addressed.

MINOR CHANGES
•
•

•
•

•
•

The default number of participants in the assessment record view has been changed to 100.
In the assessment record, it is now easier to sort assessments by Title or Deadline, and at the
same time show the categories. The Sort work by option has been split so that teachers can
choose whether to group assessments by category or not.
In the assessment record, a darker line is now used between categories to easier see in which
category assessments are.
The "Enrolled participants" tab in courses has been updated. The tab has been renamed to
"Applicants", as it shows users who have enrolled either freely or with registration, and there
will now be a badge to indicate the number of pending applications. When opening this tab, a
new filter option is available which, by default, lists the pending applications.
The Default assessment setting for a Custom assessment column in the assessment record is
now preserved when the assessment record is created from a template.
For Custom assessments that have Score as assessment, it is now possible for teachers to
move quickly between assessments by pressing the Arrow Up and Arrow Down buttons on
their keyboard.

